Marty Ambrose finished her ninth novel entitled "Claire’s Last Secret." The book is a historical mystery building on her background as a Romantics scholar, using the “almost famous” member of the Byron/Shelley “haunted summer,” Claire Clairmont, as the protagonist/sleuth. The novel takes place in both Geneva and Florence and spans two eras played out against the backdrop of a nineteenth-century conspiracy. The book will be published both in the United States and in the United Kingdom next fall.

Laurice Garrett and Elizabeth Schott presented a session entitled, “Incorporating Inquiry Based Learning into a Florida SouthWestern Mathematics Course” at the Joint Mathematics Meeting.


John Pelot as editor, published an anthology of poetry for the Peace River Press. Pelot has published his own poetry and earned sabbatical for Fall 2017. He is currently working on a first draft of his fourth novel in an alternative history series. In October he will travel to the south of France for two months, visiting the site in his novel. A fifth novel, set in the same area, is also planned.

Jeremy Pilaraki gave a presentation to the Society of Human Resource Management called “Maximizing Social Media Recruitment for Applicants, Employees, and Employers.”

Elizabeth Schott and Cynthia Wilson Orndoff presented “Pre-Engineering Options at Florida Community and State Colleges” at the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) 126th annual conference in Columbus, Ohio. Their paper is published in the conference proceedings.

Grant applications are reviewed and voted on by the ARC Grant Committee. The faculty-led Academic Review Council (ARC) is an Ad Hoc Committee established on a yearly basis to review and make recommendations of the ARC Grant proposals to the Provost/VPAA. ARC Grant applications and instructions are available through the FSW Office of Sponsored Programs and Research at https://www.fsw.edu/ospr/arcgrant. The deadline for submission is Friday, November 3.
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